PEWS
MODULAR SEATING
CHAIRS
CUSHIONS
CHANCEL FURNITURE
SANCTUARY FURNITURE
NARTHEX FURNITURE
FUNERAL CHAPEL
CUSTOM DESIGNS
MODULAR PLATFORMS
COMFORT TREND STYLE PEWS

• ATTRACTIVE, DISTINCTIVE STYLING.
• ENGINEERED COMFORT AND STABILITY.
• STABLE COMBINED SOLID WOOD AND LAMINATED 7 PLY CONSTRUCTION.
• HIGH DENSITY POLYFOAM CUSHIONING.
• SILENT, STRONG JOINT CONSTRUCTION.
• DURABLE, CATALYZED LACQUER FINISH.
• VARIETY OF STAIN AND TONE COMBINATIONS.
• CONTRACT GRADE UPHOLSTERY FABRICS.

Experience the quality and comfort in our superior combined solid and laminated 7 ply oak pews. Trend 70 offers five cantilever style pew ends with optional decorative edge treatments in 14 profiles. Three distinctive pew body styles feature comfort-curve cushions designed for proper seating posture.

PE-100A, PEW BODY PB-23, STANDARD TAPERED SUPPORTS ES-150

PE-100R, DE-12 DECORATIVE EDGE, PEW BODY PB-23, STANDARD TAPERED SUPPORTS ES-150

PE-106A, INCISED CROSS #6, PEW BODY PB-50CC, KNEELER SUPPORTS KES-150

PE-122, DE-7 DECORATIVE EDGE, PEW BODY PB-23, PORTABLE SUPPORTS PS-160

PE-124, DE-5 DECORATIVE EDGE, INCISED CROSS #5, PEW BODY PB-60CC, KNEELER SUPPORTS KES-150
Pews are fabricated in backs & seats commonly referred to as pew bodies.

Supports are attached to the back and seat of the assembled pew body.

Pew ends are interchangeable on all pew bodies we manufacture.

Our combined solid and laminated construction offers you the most durable oak pew for your worship space...pew ends are made of all solid or combined 7 ply techniques as each style requires...the cross section view of a typical pew body/support outlines our basic assembly for fine church furniture.

**CROSS SECTION VIEW**

**COMBINED SOLID & LAMINATED CONSTRUCTION**

**STEPS TO PEW BODY SUPPORT CONSTRUCTION**

1. Solid oak edge rails front and rear glued and stapled to 3 ply composite particle-board core.
2. High density wood cross banding applied over support panel.
3. Solid oak veneers applied over cross banded panel.

Kneeler and portable supports are fabricated in same manner...and because of the superior strength of this proven technique, all supports can be tapered offering maximum walking and seating space.

**EXCLUSIVE THREADED INSERT/BOLT FASTENER SYSTEM**

**1" MEDIUM POLYFOAM**

**1 1/2" DENSE POLYFOAM**

**TWO PIECE STRUCTURAL DOUGLAS FIR NOSING**

**INDUSTRIAL 3/4" PARTICLEBOARD 3 PLY BASE**

**FINISHED PLAIN SLICED OAK VENEER - PLIES #6 & 7**

**HIGH DENSITY CROSS BANDING - PLIES #4 & 5**

**INDUSTRIAL 1 5/16" PARTICLEBOARD 3 PLY BASE - PLIES #1, 2 & 3**

**SOLID OAK EDGE RAILS ELIMINATE ANY VENEER DELAMINATION AND OFFER A REPAIRABLE SURFACE...ALL EDGES ARE ROUTED FOR SAFETY AND APPEARANCE**

**TWO CONCEALED FLOOR ANCHORS PER END SUPPORT (ONE ANCHOR PER INTERMEDIATE SUPPORT)**

**SOLID OAK EDGE RAILS**

**CONTRACT GRADE UPHOLSTERY**

**1" MEDIUM POLYFOAM**

**1 1/2" DENSE POLYFOAM**

**TWO PIECE SOLID OAK CAP TRIM GLUED AND NAILED**

**EXCLUSIVE THREADED INSERT/BOLT FASTENER SYSTEM**

**3 PLY CORE WITH CROSS BANDS AND VENEERS AS REQUIRED**

**PEW BACK TRIM COVERS SCREWS @ 9" O.C.**

**CONTINUOUS PLYWOOD BACKER**

**METAL HD SEAT CLIPS AT BOTH SIDES OF SUPPORTS ADD RIGIDITY AND REDUCE LATERAL STRESS...THUS INCREASING THE LONGEVITY OF FURNITURE**

**ALL SUPPORTS ARE SAME THICKNESS @ 1 3/8"**

**CUSTOM CAP TRIMS ARE AVAILABLE THRU YOUR DESIGNER OR OUR DESIGN STAFF.**
SOLID WOOD PEW CONSTRUCTION

Pews are fabricated in backs & seats commonly referred to as pew bodies. Supports are attached to the back and seat of the assembled pew body. Pew ends are interchangeable on all pew bodies we manufacture.

Our solid construction offers you the most durable oak pew for your worship space... pew ends are made of all solid wood techniques as each style requires... the cross section view of a typical pew body/support outlines our basic assembly for fine church furniture.

CONTRACT GRADE UPHOLSTERY

1" MEDIUM POLYFOAM

1" MEDIUM POLYFOAM

1 1/2" DENSE POLYFOAM

TWO PIECE STRUCTURAL DOUGLAS FIR NOSING

INDUSTRIAL 3/4" PARTICLEBOARD 3 PLY BASE

SEAT PLATFORM PLATE TO SUPPORT

Fitted support attached with threaded insert at top

SOLID OAK PEW BACK

SMALL OAK TRIM COVERS SCREW ATTACHMENT OF BACK AND SEAT

PEW SEAT SWPB-23PF

CONCEALED FLOOR ANCHOR SYSTEM

THIS VIEW ILLUSTRATES THE UNDERSIDE OF A PEW BODY TO SUPPORT ATTACHMENT.

All supports are same thickness @ 1 1/4"

CROSS SECTION VIEW

STANDARD SOLID WOOD PEW BODY SWPB-23PF & SWES-150 SUPPORT

EXCLUSIVE THREADED INSERT/BOLT FASTENER SYSTEM

Support & pew back are bolted together providing a serviceable joint plus giving absolute rigidity at the most critical support point.

Radius Cap Trim 1
(Standard on most pew bodies)

Rectangular Cap Trim 2

Profile Cap Trim 3

Custom cap trims are available thru your designer or our design staff.
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PEW BODIES

PEW BODY PB-21
7 PLY STRAIGHT INCLINED BACK,
7 PLY CURVED SEAT

PB-21, ES-150 TAPERED SUPPORTS

PEW BODY PB-21CB
7 PLY CURVED BACK,
7 PLY CURVED SEAT

PEW BODY PB-23
7 PLY INCLINED STRAIGHT BACK,
2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT

PEW BODY PB-23PF
7 PLY INCLINED STRAIGHT BACK,
3 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT (COMFORT-CURV STYLE)

PEW BODY PB-23CB
7 PLY CURVED BACK,
2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT

PEW BODY PB-23CBCS
7 PLY CURVED BACK, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CURVED CUSHIONED SEAT

PB-23 SEAT UNIT ALLOWS PEW SEAT TO BE REMOVED WITHOUT DISASSEMBLING THE PEW...MAY BE USED TO REPLACE OTHER OLDER PEW SEATS AT SITE AS UPDATE OF YOUR WORSHIP SPACE.

PORTABLE AND KNEELER SUPPORTS ADAPTABLE TO ANY PEW BODY STYLE.
PEW BODIES

PEW BODY PB-24
7 PLY STRAIGHT INCLINED BACK AND FLAT SEAT, REMOVABLE SEAT CUSHION

PEW BODY PB-26
7 PLY STRAIGHT INCLINED OPEN BACK, 7 PLY CURVED SEAT

PEW BODY PB-29
7 PLY STRAIGHT INCLINED OPEN BACK, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT
(PB-29CS = curved cushioned seat)
(PB-29PF = 3 ply Comfort-Curv seat)

PEW BODY PB-35
7 PLY MASSIVE STRAIGHT INCLINED 1 1/4" OPEN BACK, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT
(PB-35CS = curved cushioned seat)
(PB-35PF = 3 ply Comfort-Curv seat)

PEW BODY PB-36
7 PLY MASSIVE STRAIGHT INCLINED 1 1/4" OPEN BACK, 7 PLY CURVED SEAT

PB-24 ILLUSTRATED ON PEW END/CUSTOM DESIGN STJV...OMAHA, NE
ARCHITECTS: BCDM, OMAHA, NE

PB-24 ALLOWS CUSHION TO BE REVERSED OR REMOVED FOR CLEANING.

PB-29, ES-155 TAPERED SUPPORTS

PB-35, ES-155 TAPERED SUPPORTS

PORTABLE AND KNEELER SUPPORTS ADAPTABLE TO ANY PEW BODY STYLE.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED @ GUNDER CF1 02DEC04
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PEW BODIES

PEW BODY PB-37
W/ES-170 SKELETAL SUPPORT
SQUARE CAP RAIL, STRAIGHT INCLINED OPEN BACK WITH SOLID OAK ALL EDGES, 7 PLY CURVED SEAT, ES-170 SUPPORTS @ 1 1/4" THICK

PEW BODY PB-38
W/ES-170 SKELETAL SUPPORT
SQUARE CAP RAIL, STRAIGHT INCLINED OPEN BACK WITH SOLID OAK ALL EDGES, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT, ES-170 SUPPORTS @ 1 1/4" THICK

PEW BODY PB-39
W/ES-170 SKELETAL SUPPORT
7 PLY MASSIVE STRAIGHT INCLINED 1 1/4" OPEN BACK, 7 PLY CURVED SEAT, ES-170 SUPPORTS @ 1 1/4" THICK

PEW BODY PB-41
W/ES-170 SKELETAL SUPPORT
7 PLY MASSIVE STRAIGHT INCLINED 1 1/4" OPEN BACK, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT, ES-170 SUPPORTS @ 1 1/4" THICK
PEW BODY PB-42
OAK CAP RAIL, PARTIAL BACK CUSHION ON 7 PLY STRAIGHT INCLINED BACK, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT
(PB-42CS = curved cushioned seat)
(PB-42PF = 3 ply Comfort-Curv seat)

PEW BODY PB-50
OAK CAP RAIL, UPHOLSTERED CUSHIONED BACK, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT, FABRIC ON BACK OF BACK
(PB-50CS = curved cushioned seat)
(PB-50PF = 3 ply Comfort-Curv seat)

PEW BODY PB-60CC
OAK CAP RAIL, UPHOLSTERED LUMBAR BACK, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT, OAK ON BACK OF BACK
(PB-60CC-CS = curved cushioned seat)
(PB-60CC-PF = 3 ply Comfort-Curv seat)

PB-42 ADDS DESIGN FLAIR TO PEW STYLE.

PB-50, PS-160 PORTABLE SUPPORTS PORTABLE AND KNEELEER SUPPORTS ADAPTABLE TO ANY PEW BODY STYLE.

PB-60CC, ES-150 TAPERED SUPPORTS

PEW BODY PB-50CC
OAK CAP RAIL, UPHOLSTERED LUMBAR BACK, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT, FABRIC ON BACK OF BACK
(PB-50CC-CS = curved cushioned seat)
(PB-50CC-PF = 3 ply Comfort-Curv seat)

PB-50CC LUMBAR BACK

PEW BODY PB-60
OAK CAP RAIL, UPHOLSTERED CUSHIONED BACK, 2 PLIES POLYFOAM CUSHIONED SEAT, OAK ON BACK OF BACK
(PB-60CS = curved cushioned seat)
(PB-60PF = 3 ply Comfort-Curv seat)
OPEN END PEW STYLES

Any of our standard pew bodies may be used for open end style seating. Pictured below are a variety of combinations you may wish to consider for all wood, wood back and upholstered seat, or fully upholstered pews. Portable supports, as illustrated on the OE-14 & OE-25 pictures, may be used where flexible seating plans are incorporated.

OE-12, Curved Wood Seat: PB-21/26/36
OE-11, Curved Wood Seat: PB-21/26/36/37
OE-13, PB-21
OE-11, PB-21
OE-13, PB-35, ES-180 Supports
OE-11, PB-37, ES-170 Supports
OE-14, PB-50/60
OE-15, PB-29
OE-20, PB-35
OE-35, PB-23
OE-25, PB-50
OE-30, PB-35
OE-35, PB-29
OE-11, PB-37, ES-170 Supports

(NOT PICTURED: PB-38 HAS CUSHIONED SEAT, AVAILABLE WITH ALL OPEN END OPTIONS)
NON-SUPPORTING PEW ENDS, COMMONLY CALLED CANTILEVER ENDS, OFFER A MORE OPEN PROFILE. END THICKNESS VARIES FROM 1" TO 2" AND ADAPTS TO YOUR CHOICE OF PEW BODY. DECORATIVE SHAPED EDGES (INDICATED BY DE-NUMBERS), APPLIED OR ROUTED SYMBOLS ARE AVAILABLE. OTHER STYLES AVAILABLE IN DESIGNER SERIES. ALL PEW ENDS ARE SHOWN IN RED OAK OR PAINTED, UNLESS NOTED AS SPECIAL WOODS.
SUPPORTING PEW ENDS

INTRICATE CARVINGS ADD ELEGANCE AND CRAFTSMANSHIP TO PEW ENDS.

PE-96A, PB-50
PE-82 #750 SYMBOL, PB-50
PE-520, PB-23
PE-231, PB-60CC
PE-95S, PB-23
PE-95G W/CUSTOM ARCH, PB-23
PE-470, PB-23

DETAIL @ PE-A-6...our combined solid and laminated pew ends allow elegant carvings and tracery details.

PE-A-6, PB-23
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SUPPORTING PEW ENDS

PE-95D DE-3 BOTH SIDES
PE-95E DE-3 BOTH SIDES
PE-211RB DE-2
PE-95ETP W/ROSE INSERT
PE-A-27
PE-95 CUSTOM MOTIF
PE-97DS
PE-96A CUSTOM MOTIF - CHERRY
PE-411 P-3 ARCH
See PE-410/411 Design Series for details using this end.
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COLONIAL PEW ENDS

PE-222, PB-23
(PE-223, STAINED)

PE-97, PB-23

PE-97B, PB-23

PE-231, PB-23
(PE-230, WHITE & STAINED)

PE-233, PB-60
(PE-232, WHITE & STAINED)

PE-220, PB-23
(PE-221, STAINED)

PE-619 DE-1 TWO SIDES...PB-26 WITH SEGMENTED REMOVABLE SEAT CUSHIONS, IN PERIOD STYLE UPHOLSTERY.

SEE DESIGNER SERIES FOR OTHER STANDARD CUSTOM COLONIAL AND TRIM MOULDING STYLES.

PE-97DS (STAINED)
(PE-97D, WHITE & STAINED)

PE-97A RAISED PANEL (NOT PICTURED)

PE-230WR
PE-230RP RAISED PANEL (NOT PICTURED)
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PEW ENDS

#5 ROUTED CROSS
Latin @ 6” high

#6 ROUTED CROSS
Tapered @ 7” high

#7 ROUTED CROSS
Greek @ 4” high

SOLID OAK TRINITY
GOTHIC ARCH CARVING

DOUBLE DECORATOR EDGES

OAK CARVINGS & SYMBOLS...
See Gunder Carving Supplement for more options.

DECORATOR DE-10
EDGES ARE ALSO AVAILABLE

DECORATOR DE-3
EDGES WRAP ARMREST ON SOLID OAK

CALVARY CROSSES
Thinline @ 3 1/2” high

WITH OUR SUPERIOR COMBINED CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES WE OFFER A WIDE SELECTION OF DETAILS. THESE ADD A REFINED DEGREE OF ELEGANCE AND CRAFTSMANSHIP... PLUS CAN BE COORDINATED WITH OTHER FURNISHINGS OR MILLWORK WITHIN YOUR FACILITY.

#750 SYMBOL
is part of Biblical series.

DECORATOR SHAPED EDGES & PROFILES... See Standard Decorator Edge Treatments listed in catalog and supplements.
PEW ENDS PE-410/411
DESIGN SERIES

PE-411 P-1 PB-23

CUSHIONED SEAT AND WOOD BACK

PE-410 IS A PLAIN END WITH SERPENTINE ARMREST...NO PANEL.

PEW ENDS ADAPT TO ANY GUNDER STANDARD PEW BODY.

PICTURED IN NORTHERN GROWN RED OAK BUT OTHER WOOD SPECIES MAY BE USED FOR YOUR INTERIOR.
Incised Crosses and Carvings are optional. Standard pew ends are 2" thick, and 17" wide at the widest point. Decorative Shaped Edges are also available if not illustrated on end style.

**PE-80**
34" high supporting end

**PE-82**
25" high supporting end

**PE-82A**
25" high supporting end
Superimposed Arches
PE-82B Gothic Arches
PE-82C Rectangular Panels

**PE-85**
34" high supporting end

**PE-87**
34" high supporting end

**PE-89**
25" high supporting end

**PE-92**
34" high supporting end

**PE-93**
34" high supporting end

**PE-94**
34" high supporting end

**PE-95**
34" high supporting end

**PE-95A**
34" high supporting end
Incised Arches
PE-95B Gothic Arches
PE-95C Rectangular Panels

**PE-95B**
34" high supporting end

**PE-95C**
34" high supporting end

**PE-99**
34" high supporting end

**#5 ROUTED CROSS**
Latin 6" high

**#6 ROUTED CROSS**
Tapered 7" high

**#7 ROUTED CROSS**
Greek 4" square

**#750 SYMBOL**
Illustrated on PE-89

Carved Symbols are available from our Church and Architectural Carvings Catalog. #750 is part of a series.
Incised Crosses and Carvings are optional. Standard pew ends are 2" thick, and 17" wide at the widest point. Decorative Shaped Edges are also available if not illustrated on end style.

PE-95D
34" high Gothic

PE-95E
34" high Gothic
With Carving-Decorative Shaped Edge DE-3 both sides

PE-95F
34" high Romanesque

PE-95G
34" high Romanesque
With Carving-Decorative Shaped Edge DE-3 both sides

PE-96
34" high supporting end

PE-96A
25" high supporting end

PE-97
34" high Colonial supporting end

PE-97B
34" high Colonial supporting end

PE-97D
25" high Colonial supporting end

PE-106C
Colonial non-supporting end

PE-109
Colonial non-supporting end

PE-98
34" high supporting end

Pew Ends PE-97, 97B, 97D, 106C, 109 are also available in all stained finish.

Profile DE-1
Illustrated on PE-106A

Standard Decorative Edge Treatments. DE-0 is standard on all pew ends as an eased edge on solid oak.
PEW ACCESSORIES

BOOKRACKS

BR-211 1 book size  BR-214 4 book size
BR-212 2 book size  BR-215 5 book size
BR-213 3 book size  BR-216 6 book size

BR-221 1 book size  BR-225 5 book size
BR-222 2 book size  BR-226 6 book size
BR-223 3 book size  BR-224 4 book size

BR-231 1 book size  BR-234 4 book size
BR-232 2 book size  BR-235 5 book size
BR-233 3 book size  BR-236 6 book size

BR-241 1 book size  BR-244 4 book size
BR-242 2 book size  BR-245 5 book size
BR-243 3 book size  BR-246 6 book size

Envelopes & Pencil Holders Included

Glass Holders Included

COMBINATION BOOKRACKS INCLUDE YOUR CHOICE OF GLASS HOLDERS, ENVELOPE & PENCIL HOLDERS...CONTINUOUS BOOKRACKS AVAILABLE IN ALL STYLES.

UNDERSEAT BOOKRACKS

Envelope & Pencil Holder #12

Communion Glass Holder #14

HAMLIN ALUMINUM UPHOLSTERED PEW KNEELERS

GUNDER WOOD PEW KNEELER WK-1
Kneelers pivot on nylon bushings for silent operation. Upholstering is of polyfoam covered with heavy duty vinyl or contract grade fabrics.

12101992
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Incised Crosses and Carvings are optional. Decorative Shaped Edges are also available.

Pew Frontal Screens are constructed to match pews selected in length, height and design.

Frontal Screens without kneelers are 8" wide — with kneelers 10" wide.
PEW END PE-95E, FRONTAL SCREEN PF-1102

PEW END PE-122, FRONTAL SCREEN PF-1105

PEW END PE-99 AND MATCHING FRONTAL END WITH CUSTOM MALTESE INCISED CROSS, STANDARD PF-1103 SCREEN HAS PLAIN SIDE AT KNEELER SIDE

FRONTAL SCREEN PF-1103 ALL STAINED

PF-1103 PORTABLE...FOR PEWS, CHOIR, OR INSTRUMENTALISTS

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED @ GUNDER CFH 02 DEC 04
St. John Vianney Church
Omaha, NE
Pew design by Architect:
Beringer Ciaccio Dennell Mabrey, Architects
Omaha, NE

New and existing gothic pew ends pictured. Gunder will match pew ends for your specific project.

Crossroads Presbyterian Church
Mequon, WI
Architect:
Kubala Washatko Architects, Inc.
Cedarburg, WI

Setback Armrest -
OE-35 Seat Panel

PE-95 SPECIAL...using basic end panel, a custom end was designed and fabricated for:
Odean Colonial Chapel
North Platte, NE

PE-473
25° HIGH SUPPORTING END
25° HIGH ARMREST
WITH DOUBLE OGE MOTIF

PE-121
NON-SUPPORTING END

Church of the Ascension
Overland Park, KS
Open profile end by Gunder Design Dept.

RETROFITTING OF EXISTING PEW ENDS
WITH NEW PEW BODY & SUPPORTS
GUNDER CFI ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 25 JUNE 01

Any of Gunder's many pew body styles may be reworked into existing pew ends. Traditional and ornate pew ends can be refinished and repaired to their original character and beauty. Illustrated in these pictures is only one style, PB-21; all expertly fitted joints a Gunder trademark.
COMBINATION SEATING

ANY GUNDER OR CUSTOM PEW END MAY BE USED WITH OAK OR PADDED BACKS.

PEW END PE-96A
PEW BODY PB-60CC

COVENANT BIBLE CHURCH
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA

OAK ARMREST DIVIDER

FULL BACK PANEL ALLOWS FOR CONTINUOUS BOOKRACK SPACE - SERVING EVERYONE

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED @ GUNDER CFH 82DEC04
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COMBINATION SEATING

PICTURE OF PB-50 WITH ARMREST DIVIDERS

GUNDER STANDARD TAPERED SUPPORTS ALLOW EASY ACCESS PLUS ADDITIONAL SEATING SPACE BETWEEN ROWS.

BACK PADS MAY BE ADDED TO OAK BACKS.

OPEN STYLE ARMREST ILLUSTRATED.

CONTINUOUS BACK PANEL ALLOWS FOR FULL RANGE OF BOOKRACK ACCESSORIES.

UNITY CHRIST CHURCH
GOLDEN VALLEY, MN

Individual seating units in widths from 19”-24” as seating plan determines.

Available with wood or fabric dividers as well as individual units.